Some things are just beyond your control – like a rapidly moving wildfire. The losses experienced by property and business owners are usually catastrophic.

**WILDFIRE RESPONSE TEAMS**

BELFOR’s wildfire response teams are ready with equipment and expertise to help you recover from property damage.

We maintain strong relationships with emergency management personnel and insurance companies so that, when the smoke clears and it is safe to do so, we are on site to begin the recovery process.

**WILDFIRE DAMAGE SERVICES**

Our services for wildfire damage restoration include:

- **EMERGENCY BOARD-UP AND SITE CONTAINMENT** - securing the property or premises and preserving the scene from further damage.
- **SELECTIVE DEMOLITION** - removing unsafe areas or materials that cannot be saved.
- **SOOT REMOVAL** - removing soot using high-performance Soot Removal Film (SRF). This cleaning method developed by BELFOR can be used on nearly all building surfaces and leaves behind no residue or mess.
- **SMOKE REMOVAL** - removing the smell of smoke with special equipment to neutralize and remove odors.
- **RECONSTRUCTION** - taking care of both your restoration and reconstruction needs. As licensed general contractors, we have strong relationships with skilled trade contractors, architects, and other professionals. We work closely with insurance companies and adjusters to expedite claims, especially in time-critical environments.

“Having never been through anything like this before, and as new homeowners, we were devastated at the damage, although minor in comparison to many. Every item in our home and garage - EVERY ITEM - was clean and odor free. You exceed every expectation we could have had.”

**BEVERLY B., Reno, Nevada**

“When we realized our new home was not destroyed, we were most relieved. Then police escorted us to the house to see the reality of ‘surviving a fire. We evacuated the premises, and in no time at all, the BELFOR team was in full force at our house. Twenty plus people were throughout the house, meticulously cleaning every area. Their presence here, and the obvious daily improvement, was not only tremendously helpful, but a huge relief when it became apparent how big this job really was. The crew finished in a timely manner and we moved back into the house.”

**NANCY J., Pocatello, Idaho**